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Introduction
PoolParty® Semantic Suite, poolparty.biz is an AI platform based on semantic technologies
and machine learning. It helps organizations to build and manage knowledge graphs as a
basis for various AI applications. As a semantic middleware, PoolParty extracts the semantic
meaning from your data and links your business objects and content assets automatically.
Make your data actionable and benefit from smart applications!

PoolParty Technical Overview
PoolParty technology platform consists of several components and can be configured and
extended to meet individual requirements. The components are grouped as outlined in the
diagram below into four main areas:
• Knowledge Graph Management
• Text Mining & NLP
• Linked Data Orchestration
• Semantic AI Applications

Figure 1 PoolParty Semantic Suite - Components and Features

Knowledge Graph Management
PoolParty Thesaurus Management supports web-based taxonomy management. It is
completely built on top of W3C’s Semantic Web standards. In its core, PoolParty uses the
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Resource Description Framework (RDF) to represent SKOS vocabularies (e.g. taxonomies or
thesauri). PoolParty is ready to consume and to publish Linked Data out-of-the-box.
PoolParty offers web-based APIs and a SPARQL endpoint to execute queries over each
thesaurus project. This component can also be used to integrate knowledge graphs with
content platforms (Wikis, CMS, etc.) or search engines.
PoolParty Ontology Management supports web-based ontology management. It is
completely built on top of W3C’s Semantic Web standards and allows to model ontologies
based on OWL 2 or reuse existing ontologies like FOAF, FIBO, Schema.org, etc. In addition,
PoolParty introduces the principle of 'Custom Schemes' that allow to create views on
subsets of a single ontology or to combine elements from different ontologies. Custom
schemes can be used to extend thesauri, provide facets in GraphSearch, map relational data
to RDF in UnifiedViews or as a basis to specify an editor in the PoolParty GraphEditor.
PoolParty GraphEditor supports web-based linked data management. GraphEditor allows to
create custom views on RDF data based on custom schemes defined in the PoolParty
Ontology Management. In addition taxonomies or thesauri defined in the PoolParty
Thesaurus Management can be used as controlled vocabularies/metadata defining data in
the GraphEditor. This component also supports bulk editing and lets data engineers interact
with RDF data without the need of having deep knowledge in SPARQL.

Text Mining & NLP
PoolParty Extractor supports highly scalable and precise entity extraction, based on
knowledge graphs as well as machine learning, which can be combined, put in series, or
even used as parts of more complex rules and constraints for sophisticated text mining
tasks. Its ability to transform structured and unstructured information into RDF offers new
options for data analytics.
PoolParty Semantic Classifier works well together with the PoolParty Extractor while
classifying whole text fragments or documents. It is based on machine learning algorithms
like SVM, Deep Learning, Naive Bayes, and others. It is well proven that PoolParty Semantic
Classifier is able to outperform other tools of this kind when using controlled vocabularies to
label training documents based on an established domain knowledge model.

Linked Data Orchestration
PoolParty UnifiedViews supports automation of various data management tasks along the
whole Linked Data Life Cycle. Typical tasks fulfilled by UnifiedViews are data ingestion, data
transformation, enrichment, entity linking, or data quality assurance. UnifiedViews provides
a large library of Data Processing Units (DPUs) that can be used as parts of whole data
processing pipelines. Configuration of such pipelines can be managed in a user-friendly way
by using a graphical editor. Pipelines can be triggered automatically, scheduled, and
monitored. By that means, linked data orchestration can be highly automated.
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Semantic AI Applications
PoolParty GraphSearch serves as a component to make heterogeneous data better
accessible to users or other third-party applications. Input sources can range from document
repositories over spreadsheets to relational data. GraphSearch delivers integrated views on
business objects (entities) while using knowledge graphs and linked data. Its API provides
several methods to set up systems like semantic search, recommender engines, data portals,
or chatbots. GraphSearch works with traditional, document-centric search technologies like
Solr or Elastic, and can also make use of RDF graph databases.

Integrating PoolParty
All PoolParty components provide extensive APIs as a prerequisite to build solutions for data
integration, text mining, semantic search, knowledge discovery, and data analytics.
PoolParty Semantic Integrator is a unified integration approach for connecting data from
different sources, if you want to consolidate and process a large amount of unstructured and
structured information together with heterogeneous metadata systems.

PoolParty System Architecture
PoolParty Semantic Suite is a Java based application that can run in an Apache Tomcat 7 or
IBM WebSphere 8.5.5 web application server. PoolParty's Frontend is based on JavaScript
and WebFrameworks.
PoolParty comes with a built-in RDF4J graph database used for managing taxonomy &
thesaurus data and ontology data. PoolParty uses a built-in Apache Solr server to build
entity extraction models and GraphSearch indices. Apache Spark is used to perform machine
learning tasks for semantic classification of documents.
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In addition to or while replacing the built-in RDF4J graph database (GDB), external graph
databases can be connected via PoolParty's Semantic Middleware Configurator. PoolParty
offers various features which work with external graph databases. A matrix displaying the
respective supported features for the market-leading graph databases find here: PoolParty
External Graph Database Support Matrix

PoolParty Thesaurus Server
Taxonomies and thesauri in the age of the web most often should be engineered and
maintained in a collaborative manner. PoolParty is fully web-based; administrators need
only a web browser to do all typical CRUD operations like creating, deleting or editing
concepts or relations in a knowledge graph. Any operation is tracked in the history.
Notifications can be configured for the most common operations. Workflows and approval
processes can be activated if desired.
PoolParty offers RDF import and export of the whole project or a subtree in all common RDF
serializations. In addition an MS Excel export and import in a defined Excel format is
available. The import assistant allows to check for inconsistencies and problems in the
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imported data and provides repair mechanisms to fix issues. PoolParty's Quality
Management takes care that no invalid data is created within the system.

The PoolParty graph modelling approach intertwines taxonomy and ontology
management in a new way. SKOS taxonomies can be extended by ontologies like
Schema.org, or FOAF. PoolParty users can create their own custom ontologies and schemas
by reusing existing ontologies.
By means of text corpus analysis and automatic quality checks, PoolParty supports
taxonomists to make sure that resulting thesauri comprise the content base in a meaningful
way. Automatic suggestions for the supervised extension of taxonomies are generated
through elaborate text mining algorithms.
The rise of Linked Data indicated by the enormous growth of the Linked Open Data cloud is
an important argument for many organisations to maintain their own data at least partly
based on Linked Data standards. PoolParty makes use of existing Linked Data sources, thus
concepts can be aligned and enriched with additional information from sources like
DBpedia, Geonames, Wikidata or others. To generate seed-thesauri for a certain domain,
DBpedia can be used as a source to extract a taxonomy automatically.
A wiki frontend for each thesaurus project helps to involve other people than taxonomists in
the thesaurus development process. Linking concepts is another flexible way to build
thesauri in decentralised structures. Based on the linked data principles, thesauri can be
maintained in different places but still can be connected to each other, indicating that
several concepts are similar or even identical to each other.
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PoolParty is an enterprise-ready system, which offers high reliability, security, performance
and mechanisms like failover, which guarantees smooth workflows and protection from loss
of data. The use of open standards guarantee a high investment security. The integration of
PoolParty thesauri with enterprise systems can be realised on top of standard APIs. In
addition, access to ontologies is provided by standard APIs. Ontologies and schemes can be
published to all graph databases providing a SAIL API and Neo4j. Management of taxonomies
can be done in the built-in RDF4J store or a connected scalable enterprise graph database.

PoolParty Ontology Management
Semantic technologies are more and more important core technologies in enterprises to
solve data integration issues and connect data from different sources. This implies also that
ontologies play an increasingly important role as they define the data models that are used
to integrate or map the data in the various systems. In contrast to a rather heavyweight
relational 'schema first' approach, semantic models and graph databases allow to establish
a lightweight agile 'schema late' approach of data integration that can be developed bottom
up step by step based on use cases.
PoolParty's Ontology Management provides an easy to use web interface to develop
ontologies based on OWL 2. It intends to provide a less complex system that allows subject
matter experts to manage their data models without the help of semantic web experts. By
that the complexity of OWL 2 has been reduced to use the most common axioms. Since
ontologies are following the W3C standards they can be extended in other tools should there
be requirements beyond what is offered.

The labelling of classes and properties can be done in a multilingual way, similar to a
taxonomy project. Thus ontologies can be developed by international teams and can be
used to drive multilingual applications built on top as well. Through user groups the access
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inside PoolParty ontology management can be controlled. In addition to ontologies
PoolParty introduces the concept of 'Custom Schemes'. Custom schemes are like views on
subsets of one or many ontologies that can be used for a defined purpose, such as extending
the marketing taxonomy, providing the facets for a GraphSearch application or providing the
basis for mapping to data in an SQL database in UnifiedViews. Again, user groups allow to
control access to custom schemes but they also allow to control, if data, based on those
schemes, can be managed extending taxonomies or by using a GraphEditor.
Ontologies and custom schemes can be published similar to taxonomies through
PoolParty's Linked Data Frontend. In addition, access to ontologies is provided by standard
APIs. Ontologies and custom schemes can also be published to all graph databases which
provide an RDF4j SAIL API and Neo4j. Management of ontologies and custom schemes can
be done in the built-in RDF4J store or a connected scalable enterprise graph database.

PoolParty GraphEditor
Beyond ontologies and taxonomies, being able to manage data that is built upon them,
becomes key in an increasing number of use cases. May it be the results of data integration
from different relational databases, data in your graph based search index that should be
curated, or setting up an editor, for managing your semantic master data from scratch.
The PoolParty GraphEditor allows data scientists and domain experts to build and manage
data graphs. It seamlessly integrates into the PoolParty interface on a project level. This way
you can easily connect and manage data in connected graph databases.
The GraphEditor is driven by ontologies developed in the Ontology Management of
PoolParty through custom schemes. That way it can be adapted easily just by changing the
underlying ontology. This allows an agile data management approach that can also be used
by subject matter experts. Taxonomies can be used within the GraphEditor as controlled
values, thus managing the data becomes easy and the strings-to-things paradigm of
semantic technologies is supported. Defining multiple editors per project allows to have
different views on one knowledge graph as well as connecting to different knowledge graphs
within one project.
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A visual query builder allows to define complex SPARQL queries based on the underlying
knowledge graph by way of the respective ontologies. That way an almost natural language
query builder is in place that can be used without any knowledge of SPARQL. Individual
instances of the knowledge graph can be hooked into the tree to manage all predicates
(relations and attributes). Additionally, selecting all or multiple instances in the tabular view
of the GraphEditor allows to perform batch editing on top of them.

PoolParty Extractor
The PoolParty Extractor analyses documents and text and extracts meaningful phrases,
named entities, categories or other metadata automatically with high throughput and
accuracy.
Different data or metadata schemas can be mapped to a SKOS thesaurus that is used as a
unified semantic knowledge model. During this process the extracted entities are linked to
the knowledge model (the thesaurus in the PoolParty Thesaurus Server) by URIs that provide
a direct way to integration, following Semantic Web principles.
The PoolParty Extractor is implemented as a pipeline of annotation units where each specific
unit adds to the final result. This keeps the system flexible and allows it to be adapted
quickly to new requirements.
Advanced linguistic features include classification, corpus statistics and disambiguation.
Machine learning based Named-entity Recognition (NER) capabilities are also part of the
PoolParty Extractor. An organization, people and location extraction works based on a
trained model, using a maximum entropy based classification, which is a purely ML-based
approach to extract named entities. This approach can be combined with the graph-based
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extraction feature of PoolParty as well as with PoolParty’s Regex based annotator.

Documents are classified along the structure of a thesaurus which allows the user to flexibly
change the classification criteria. Corpora (sets of domain specific documents) are a great
way to add background knowledge to text mining processes. They provide term frequencies
and distributions that improve the scoring of entities and drive the detection of new relevant
entities from text.
Ambiguity can greatly reduce the precision of entity extraction, when identical terms are
used to refer to different entities. Such ambiguities can be modeled in PoolParty and
improve extraction quality and eventually the experience of the users that interact with the
annotation results.

The text mining functionality of the PoolParty Extractor is integrated with other systems by a
web service API that follows the RESTful principle and produces results in JSON. The API is
designed for high throughput. In situations with special requirements in terms of high
availability or scalability the system can be operated in clustered mode, too. Out of the box,
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the system comes with connectors to RDF graph databases that enable easy integration of
the results of text mining processes with other RDF data.

PoolParty Semantic Classifier
The PoolParty Semantic Classifier combines Apache Spark machine learning algorithms with
semantic knowledge graphs. The machine learning algorithms are trained based on a
defined set of data, this means it is a semi-automated process that requires you to first
define your categories and add the material to these categories in order for the classifier to
understand your material. Therefore, the classifier algorithm will be working at its best,
when you provide more information to help understand what the categories mean, using
terms, concepts and shadow concepts.
The training process requires a data set to be used as the training material, paired with a
defined set of categories, in this case a minimum of two. Simply choose among seven
available Spark machine learning algorithms and modify your algorithm parameters. That
way, you are able to train a classifier to your desired needs and outcomes. Functionality such
as validation and various features are included to ensure your classifier can be fine tuned
and corrected, this allows for easier access to training in machine learning. The classifier will
learn from the features used, in order to help identify classification categories better on your
data set. The combination of these features helps a better understanding what each data
material means and solidifies the data examples, thus improving your classification result.
The semantic classifier allows for you to achieve consistent classification results, on a very
large scale, that reduces the impact of bias decisions and human error.

Trained classifiers are made available using RESTful APIs of the PoolParty Extractor,
designed with a high throughput. Document text is analysed for terms and/or concepts and
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is checked against the existing trained information, and upon completion of the analysis,
depending on the algorithm in use, a classified label or classified labels are returned in a
JSON format.
Due to the classifier being combined with the extractor, results are combined with document
information and a classified label or labels are presented alongside your extracted terms and
concepts found in the material.

PoolParty UnifiedViews
PoolParty UnifiedViews as part of the PoolParty Semantic Integrator provides a framework
to develop, execute, monitor, debug, schedule, and share RDF data processing tasks. It can
be seen as an Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) framework for RDF, although it works more as a
general purpose data integration and service orchestration platform based on semantic
technologies and does not follow ETL processes strictly.
Data processing tasks are modelled as Data Processing Pipelines in a graphical user interface
which are further decomposed into directed graphs of multiple interconnected Data
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Processing Units (DPUs). Each DPU can be seen as a plugin of the data integration platform
and can apply defined operations on data. PoolParty UnifiedViews comes with a predefined
set of DPUs supporting a wide range of data sources and miscellaneous data operations.
Furthermore, its extensible API framework encourages development of custom DPUs on
demand.

Pipelines can be scheduled to execute on a timely basis or can be triggered by other
pipelines and REST APIs. The Execution Monitor gives detailed information on the execution
process of a pipeline. The Scheduler also includes a notification system which informs
subscribers about the outcome of pipeline executions by email.
By default, RDF4J is used as its internal storage for application and configuration data.
Temporary data produced during processing can also be stored internally for review or
debugging. RDF datasets produced as pipeline output can be persisted into any graph
database supporting SPARQL 1.1. As for other datasets, mainstream relational databases
and file systems are also supported.
PoolParty UnifiedViews is a commercial branch of the open source UnifiedViews project
maintained and supported by SWC including advanced features and DPUs for better
integration with other PoolParty Semantic Integrator components.

PoolParty GraphSearch
PoolParty GraphSearch provides an application layer on top of the knowledge graph you
created and your enriched content, once you have applied the knowledge graph to it. It
offers standard functionalities, like search suggestions and facets, but also more advanced
functionalities like recommendations and content suggestions (similarity) and both of them
can be adapted to specific use cases.
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PoolParty GraphSearch offers two main approaches for an application based search:
taxonomy based and ontology based.
Taxonomy based search can be seen as the classical workflow, where textual content is
tagged and stored in a high performance search index like Elasticsearch or Solr. The tags are
based on a PoolParty taxonomy. This approach fits best when a document based data model
is available: unstructured or semi-structured data that can be made searchable and
visualized, based on a controlled and consistent vocabulary. Optional custom fields allow to
introduce additional search options and allow to modify according to specific requirements
of the search application.
In this approach, the taxonomy is the backbone for an easy to use faceted search, supporting
a drill down search. The search experience for users improves drastically, compared to
classical full text search solutions due to the usage of synonyms and the providing of
contextual information, which in turn are based on the hierarchical structure of the
taxonomy during search time.

Ontology based search allows to build search applications, based on knowledge graphs
which are stored in triple stores. Due to the nature of knowledge graphs, the model to define
search objects allows a lot of freedom. In PoolParty GraphSearch this freedom of data
modelling can be used to cover nearly unlimited search scenarios. The advantage is that the
modelling needs to be defined only once in PoolParty Ontology Management and can be
applied simply by way of the configuration during setup of a search application. Since in this
approach the RDF data model is applied, a data integration of large publicly available data
sets like Wikidata, DBpedia, Geonames etc. can be provided in a dynamic way.
Faceted search makes use of classes, relations and attributes that are defined in a PoolParty
ontology. It can be used by the user to retrieve the requested information through drill
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down. For a data model, where different business object types (person, company, product,
location, and others) are central, the ontology based approach fits best. Therefore, this
approach is best to build search applications and visualisations where highly structured data
is available.

Custom plugins can be implemented for recommendation and similarity search. These
plugins can be designed to improve the user search experience by data object traversal and
providing search results that fit the context.

Since all relevant data can be acquired from PoolParty and graph databases, interactive
visualizations or other forms of analytics, such as reports, can be built using SPARQL queries.
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Customizing integrated linked knowledge graphs and adapting SPARQL queries allows you
to adapt and modify your analysis applications in a very dynamic and agile way. The same
way you do mashups, you can combine different data sets and formulate queries to retrieve
data according to your needs.

Integrating PoolParty
Its APIs make PoolParty ready to be integrated into any Enterprise Information System and
by that provide means to connect those systems via a semantic layer based on the
developed taxonomies (knowledge graphs). Different APIs are provided per component. All
of them share the following features:
• JSON RESTful: semantic technologies ready to be integrated based on popular web
technologies
• CRUD: create, read, update, and delete – full-blown API for all kinds of interactions with
taxonomies and knowledge graphs
• Secure: PoolParty API is fully integrated into PoolParty’s security layer based on Spring
• SPARQL endpoint: in addition to the standard API, PoolParty’s SPARQL endpoint is used
to execute more complex queries and integrate data in a highly flexible manner
The following two chapters outline a unified approach of integrating PoolParty into any
Enterprise Information system (PowerTagging) as well as the principles of the PoolParty
Semantic Integrator, which allows to establish a unified layer over several systems:
• PoolParty PowerTagging
• PoolParty Semantic Integrator

PoolParty PowerTagging
PoolParty PowerTagging is a unified integration approach to semantically enrich Enterprise
Information Systems (EIS) and provide advanced search features inside those systems.
On the PoolParty Server side it is based on the Thesaurus Server API as well as the Entity
Extractor API and requires the respective integration on the EIS side. Existing integrations
are in place for MS SharePoint, Drupal, Adobe Experience Manager and Atlassian Confluence.
The advantages of this approach are manifold:
• Automatic concept tagging: annotate your content and attachments with concepts from
your thesaurus and add additional tags if you like.
• Consistent metadata: benefit from consistent tagging by the provision of autocompletion based on controlled vocabularies.
• Enhanced search: extend your CMS’s search capabilities by search facets, precise
similarity search, automatic query expansion, sentiment analysis, and trend diagrams.
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• Bulk-tagging: existing CMS and its whole content base can be tagged automatically at
once by bulk-tagging.
• Multilinguality: multilingual thesauri and therefore multilingual tagging and search is
supported.

This approach establishes a unified metadata layer within one Enterprise Information
System. The logical next step would be to use this information to connect different systems
using the same metadata layer or linking different metadata layers by way of semantic web
standards. This approach is offered by the PoolParty Semantic Integrator and is outlined in
the next chapter.

PoolParty Semantic Integrator
The PoolParty Semantic Integrator is a unified integration approach for connecting data
from different sources. It provides a unified metadata layer based on semantic web
standards allowing to create integrated views over different data sources.
This is a novel and cost efficient approach for data integration allowing enterprises to
explore and use their data in ways that where not possible before. On the PoolParty Server
side it is based on the Thesaurus Server API, the Entity Extractor API and the GraphSearch
Server API.
PoolParty UnifiedViews can be used to automate and schedule different processing,
transformation and synchronization tasks.
This diagram shows the semantic middleware architecture components based on PoolParty:
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That way a Semantic platform is set up supporting the following features:
• SQL to RDF mapping: data residing in different relational data bases can be integrated
easily and with a high amount of cost-efficiency.
• Text to RDF mapping: based on the PoolParty Extractor, unstructured information can
be integrated in the 'enterprise knowledge graph'.
• Integrations with various Enterprise CMS: existing Power Tagging integrations can be
added and by that information in different systems be interlinked.
• Integrate with LOD sources: the internal enterprise knowledge graph can be enriched by
freely available knowledge sources like DBpedia, Freebase, Geonames, etc.
• Unified API: since all information is based on semantic web standards, a unified data
model is in place, providing a unified API with SPARQL as a standardized query language.
Using these features the PoolParty Semantic Integrator allows to develop applications that
provide access to the knowledge of an enterprise beyond simple search. For example,
semantic (graph) search, linked data based search, geospatial search, recommender
engines, etc. Data analytics can be done faster and more cost-efficient providing 360-degree
views on vital business objects.
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An Enterprise Knowledge Graph Life Cycle - A
Summary
Enterprise Knowledge Graphs are developed efficiently with PoolParty and can be
successfully used as an integral part of your enterprise information and AI architecture.
Along the entire data lifecycle, various tools and semantic services of the PoolParty Semantic
Suite support different user groups, from Knowledge Engineers to Data Engineers, Data
Scientists, Business Analysts, end users, or your chatbot.
The enterprise knowledge graph life cycle provides an overview of the actors and agents
involved during the most important operational steps for the (ongoing) development of the
graph. This ranges from data inventory, extraction and curation, modeling (authoring),
various transformation steps, to linking and enrichment (for example, inferred data), and
analysis or feedback of the newly acquired data into existing database systems. In reality,
there are three cycles that are intertwined: the expert loop (Human-in-the-Loop, HITL), the
automation loop, and the user loop.

A solid foundation for the creation of high quality data graphs can only be established if
sufficient time is invested in the creation and maintenance of curated taxonomies and
ontologies, but even these steps can be partially automated. Within the loops, agile and
iterative working methods are predominant, whereby individual process steps can interact
with each other.
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In summary, the knowledge graph life cycle points out the following aspect:
1. The development of knowledge graphs is an endeavour involving several stakeholders.
2. Developing knowledge graphs means to proceed iteratively and agilely, not linearly.
3. Humans and machines should be equally involved in building an enterprise knowledge
graph.
4. The knowledge graph is constantly being developed further in three loops that are linked
together.
5. The aim is always to balance the three most important perspectives on the knowledge
graph: representing domain knowledge, linking company data, and enriching it with user
contexts.
The major loops identified here, are the Expert Loop, the Automation Loop and the User
Loop.
The majority of technology platforms used in the development and implementation of
enterprise knowledge graphs are specialized in one of the three loops. As a result, only
special applications based on graphs can be implemented. Only the right mix and a balanced
interaction of the three loops can support a long-term knowledge graph vision and strategy
of a company. With the expert loop in the game, which interfaces with the automation loop,
every AI system based on knowledge graphs automatically becomes an explainable AI.
For in-depth information and more background on how to create a well-formed knowledge
graph efficiently for your enterprise based on the Knowledge Graph Life Cycle, refer to the
Knowledge Graph Cookbook.
In its core, PoolParty uses state-of-the art semantic web technologies, which are built on top
of open W3C standards. Professional metadata management is the key for efficient
information management in any data-driven organization. PoolParty combines
methodologies from the Semantic Web with machine learning, text mining algorithms, and
approaches for collaborative knowledge engineering.
As a result, organizations benefit from a better data quality, integrated views on data, better
reuse of existing knowledge, and end users who love to work with smarter applications with
great user experience.

The Enterprise Knowledge Graph - A Definition
An Enterprise Knowledge Graph (EKG) contains business objects and topics that are closely
linked, classified, semantically enriched, and connected to existing data and documents.
An EKG typically consists of three pillars:
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• A domain model—consisting of a conceptual and linguistic model— that is created and
maintained by knowledge engineers and subject-matter experts with the help of machine
learning algorithms. This serves as a common structural interface for all of your data and
also forms the foundation necessary to create "data graphs" automatically.
• A data graph that represents intelligent multilateral relationships within your databases,
content and document repositories. This acts as an additional virtual data layer
connecting all of your data, no matter the scale and regardless of whether it is structured
or unstructured.
• A user graph as part of the data graph containing users’ semantic profiles. This can be
partly or automatically derived from user behavior. The user graph also links users with
each other and with knowledge and data objects in a targeted manner.
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